Watching Small Worlds
of Wonder

Recommending the Best Toys
and Products for Kids

As adults, we may not remember the first time we saw a
butterfly or the moment that a ladybug first lit on our fingertips. But for a child, their first encounters with the small
creatures in their much larger world are captivating. Maybe it’s
because they, like our children, are small and wonderful. The
fascination expands when kids take a closer look at the tiny
marvels that are typically only glimpsed in their daily habitats.
The following child-size habitats bring the insect kingdom into
focus for the youngest observers.

by Gerry Paige Smith

Original Butterfly
Garden

Fascinations
ArtWorks

One of the most amazing
transformations in the insect kingdom can be introduced to children
through the Original Butterfly
Garden. Painted Lady caterpillars
are delivered in a clear cup where
they can be observed as they eat
the included nutrients and prepare
to form their chrysalis. Once they are in chrysalis form, they can be
moved to the clear netted butterfly habitat so kids can watch the
next stage of metamorphosis. Within 1-2 weeks, the Painted Lady
butterflies emerge and are ready to be nurtured with nectar until they
are strong enough to be released. The Original Butterfly Garden encompasses a uniquely magical experience with one of nature’s most
beautiful life cycles in a setting that easily engages kids.

Ant farms are not a new thing in
the landscape of kids’ interests, but today’s technology has created a whole
new experience. Fascinations Antworks features a translucent gel suspended between clear acrylic windows
(with an illuminated base) offering an
up-close view of ants as they create a
landscape of tunnels. The habitat does not come with ants (which
must be ordered separately) but the instructions for preparing the
Antworks for the new inhabitants are easy to follow. Once the ants
arrive and are placed in their new environment, kids (and adults)
can observe behaviors that are typically hidden from our eyes. From
teams working on tunnels to ants creating their own graveyards for
comrades that expire along the way, this window on the worlds of
ants is both educational and entertaining.

(Fascinations)

(Insect Lore)

WormVue
Wonders

Ladybug Land
(Insect Lore)

Encounters with ladybugs are not
uncommon for kids, but most children
(and adults) don’t get to observe the
humble beginnings of these helpful
insects. Ladybug Land includes a clear
domed habitat that is ready to host the
metamorphosis of common ladybugs.
Kids have a venue where they can closely watch these gentle beetles evolve from
larvae, through pupa to the colorful winged wonders that brighten our
world. An mail-in voucher for 15-20 ladybug larvae gets the adventure started and instructions for nourishing the new insects gives kids
an active role in helping the ladybugs thrive. Supporting life learning
and conservation, this little land of ladybugs opens the door to a lifelong appreciation of these tiny garden helpers.

(HSP Nature Toys)

For the kid with an interest in the wigglers, WormVue
Wonders is a double-windowed unit with removable
light shields that lure worms
into view. Just like in the natural world, worms seek out darkness and
typically hide below the surface so it’s important the light shields be
kept in place over the habitat until kids are ready to view the worms
stretching and contracting along windows. The time frame to wormwatch is temporary as they slowly move away from the light, but the
opportunity for observations are cool. The kit includes a poster describing the anatomy of a worm as well as a learning guide. Ordering
worms and the recommended soil is an additional cost, but worth it
to ensure the best experience with WormVue Wonders.

Paige Smith is a freelance writer and syndicated columnist living in Alabama. More on GET THIS! at www.PageBookMedia.com.
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A Page in a Book
A Wonderfully Different World
Our children were born into a world where a very diverse world population
is increasingly connected through technology, mobility and shared experience.
Each new generation has an increased opportunity to make friends with kids
whose journeys and stories may be very different from their own. The following titles explore common ground shared between the variety of cultures,
lifestyles, and belief systems in our child’s world while celebrating the unique
brilliance, the treasured individuality that each child adds to the marvelous mix
of our planet’s people.

Who We Are! All About Being the
Same and Different

by Robie H Harris, Illustrated by Nadine Bernard Westcott (Candlewick)
Entering a crowded amusement park with his family, Gus remarks that there are so many
people there. His sister Nellie points out that while that’s true, there is only ‘one’ of Gus and ‘one’
of her. As they navigate the park, filled with other patrons from various cultures and backgrounds,
they discover the importance of their own individuality along with an appreciation for the rich
tapestry of likewise unique people in their world. Nellie and Gus discover kids with glasses and
kids without, complexions that tan and some that don’t, clothing that varies according to culture
– all enjoying the same experience of the park. While celebrating diversity, Who We Are is a rich
examination of all the little things that make each child a uniquely special individual.

Happy in Our Skin
by Fran Manushkin, Illustrated by Lauren Tobia (Candlewick)
A celebration of skin and all its marvelous power, this rhyming romp touches on all the good
things that our skin can do. It keeps our insides in and the outside out. When our skins gets a
scrape, it creates its own patch as it heals. Decorated with freckles, bumps, dimples and fingerprints, our skin is our own special everyday covering that is distinctly our own. And along with
learning all the things that skin does everyday, Tobia’s warm illustrations explore all the different
skin types that color the palette of our larger community. With shades of cinnamon, honey, cream
and cocoa, this lively title is a delicious celebration of the very special skins we live in.

Peace is an Offering

by Annette LeBox, Illustrated by Stephanie Graegin (Penguin Random House)
Whether it’s a shared cookie or the comfort of a hug, peace is a gift that is within every child to
offer...and to receive. Peace can be the calm that follows worry, the departure from conflict or the quiet
times that offers respite from our busy lives. Sparse text and soft, pencil and watercolor images reveal
moments in the lives of children when simple gestures and kind words can both act as a balm as well as
enhancing our sense of community. In a world characterized by so many differences, its easy to imagine
that conflict is a natural outcome. This title takes a step back to refocus on the shared pleasures and
generous actions that all people welcome as a part of offering the peace that everyone deserves.

Find more A Page in a Book recommendations at www.PageBookReviews.com.
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